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18 Introduction

exchange membrane (FEM), which uses numerous highly conductive bi-polar
plates that contain complex patterns of flow channels. The plates perform three
functions: manage the hydrogen on one side and the oxygen (air) on the other,
contain the cells where the reaction will take place, and conduct the current
produced. Originally, the plates were individually machined from materials
such as isostatic graphite, aluminum, stainless steel, and titanium making the
plates extremely expensive. Once again plastic was looked at to replace metal,
and in doing so, made the product significantly less expensive while creating a
more superior product. The final product has to have nearly exacting
dimensions with extreme flatness and creep, thermal and corrosion resistance,
and not leach—out contaminants. All this has to be met while processing a
highly filled material that contained evenly mixed conductive graphite. Since
each fuel cell contains numerous plates, the volume potential 'was enormous
and processing had to be completely automated. The obvious choice for this
operation is the injection-compression process. The current market potential
for this application is huge. One percent penetration of the automotive market50 and 100 million pounds of fiber reinforced materials
[8]. This is one example of how compression molding, or variants of it, will be
used to mold plastic materials in the future.
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20 Compression Molding Materials———_———————__
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2.1 Introduction to Polymers 21

2.1.2 Thermoplastic Polymers

The formation of macromolecules from monomers occurs if there are
unsaturated carbon atoms (carbon atoms connected with double bonds), or if
there are monomers with reactive end—groups. The double bond, say in an
ethylene monomer, is split which frees two valences per monomer and leads to
the formation of a macromolecule such as polyethylene. This process is often
referred to as polymerization. Similarly, monomers (R) that possess two
reactive encl~groups (bifunctional) can react with other monomers (R') that also
have We other reactive end-groups that can react with each other, also leading
to the formation of a polymer chain.

2.1.3 Amorphous Thermoplastics

Amorphous thermoplastics, with their randomly arranged molecular structure,
are analogous to a bowl of Spaghetti. Due to their random structure, the
characteristic size of the largest ordered region is on the order of a carbon—
carbon bond. This dimension is much smaller than the wavelength of visible
light and therefore generally makes amorphous thermoplastics transparent.

Figure 2.2 [1] shows the shear modulus, (3', versus temperature for
polycarbonate, an amorphous thermoplastic that is injection—compression
molded into compact discs. The figure shows two general regions: one where
the modulus appears fairly constant3, and one where the modulus drops sigm-
ficantly with increasing temperature. With decreasing temperatures, the
material enters the glassy region where the slope of the modulus approaches
zero. At high temperatures the modulus is negligible and the material is soft
enough to flow. Although there is not a clear transition between ”solid” and
”liquid," the temperature that divides the two states in an amorphous
thermoplastic is referred to as the glass transition temperature, Tg. For the
polycarbonate in Fig. 2.2, the glass transition temperature is approximately
150 r’C. Although data is usually presented in the form shown in Fig. 2.2, it
should be mentioned here that the curve shown in the figure was measured at a
constant frequency. If the frequency of the test is increased—reducing the time
scale— the curve is shifted to the right since higher temperatures are required to
achieve movement of the molecules at the new frequency; Figure 2.3 [2]
demonstrates this concept by displaying the elastic modulus as a function of
temperature for polyvinyl chloride at various test frequencies. A similar effect
is observed if the molecular weight of the material is increased. The longer
molecules have more difficulty sliding past each other, thus requiring higher
temperatures to achieve ”flow.”

 
———________

3 When plotting G' versus temperature on a linear scale, a steady decrease of the modulus is observed.
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